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Murrieta Mesa's Presleigh Pilon has accomplished many things in her young softball career and 
will no doubt go on and make an impact at LSU whenever we do get back to things next spring. 
She recently got to add another notch in her belt as a selection for the 2020 PGF All American 
Softball Game currently scheduled for August 1st at Deanna Manning Stadium in Irvine. Over 
the last three years that makes nine selections from our area to these games which include forty 
of the nation's best high school softball players.  
 
During a roughly half hour phone call we touched on her selection, the emotions of returning to 
softball after roughly thirteen weeks away, along with advice she has for '21s and forward as 
they navigate an uncertain recruiting landscape. We round out the interview with another edition 
of "Around the Diamond"...  
 
As the decision was made to cancel California's high school softball season (note Iowa is 
playing their HS season right now-traditionally a summer sport there) roughly thirteen weeks 
ago nobody knew when teams would get to see a diamond again. For Pilon and her Athletics 
Mercado 18s team that came last weekend at a tournament in Arizona. She remarked about the 
experience... "I was so excited to step on the dirt and get back out there last weekend even 
though we had to travel for that opportunity. Quarantine was really hard for me not being able to 
play or see my teammates in person although we were doing zoom calls and workouts, it still 
wasn't the same. This was the longest break I've ever taken from softball and I definitely have a 
new appreciation of things in general, not just when it comes to my sport." 
 
About two weeks ago the nominations were announced for PGF's All-American Softball Game. 
When I asked Pilon to describe her selection notification she shared "I had just gotten out of the 
shower when my dad told me I needed to take a phone call. On the other end was a selection 
committee member saying I had been chosen as one of the top forty softball players across our 
country and invited to participate in this game. Three hours after that call I was still in a state of 
shock but it's definitely given me something to look forward to as I work my way towards 
reporting to LSU (hopefully on 8/19)."  
 
As I read a partial list of selections to these games from our area which included Norco's Kinzie 
Hansen (Oklahoma) & Taylor Dockins (CSUF) along with Murrieta Valley's Danielle Gibson 
(Arizona State) she added "I'm so blessed to have been selected to participate in a game of this 
magnitude and thankful for everyone who has helped me reach this point. Each time you play at 
Deanna Manning Stadium it's definitely a unique experience and it won't be any different this 
time. I'll definitely have memories of 2017 and the Mesa softball team making history as we won 
our first CIF-SS title along with other experiences I've had on that dirt with me that day. 
However, I'm excited to make another memory on such a storied field."  



 
I then asked the LSU bound middle infielder to finish by sharing some advice about the 
recruiting process for 21s and future classes who are embarking on a more complicated 
recruiting journey due to COVID-19 and she said…"It's not easy under normal circumstances & I 
can't imagine what the 21s and later will be dealing with as they navigate a college recruiting 
scene made more complicated by this situation. There were a lot of days where I felt stuck and 
lost on my path to choosing LSU. However, I offer these two pieces of advice- 
1.Keep working hard and someone will notice.  
2.Focus on you- Ultimately this is about where you're meant to be. Don't compare your path to 
someone else's and don't be jealous of someone who signs before you. Instead, celebrate their 
success and know your time will come."  
 
Around the Diamond:  
1.Best & Worst subjects in school: Best- ASL (American Sign Language), Worst- Math  
2.Coldstone, Creamistry, or Baskin Robbins? Coldstone  
3. Sports movie or Chick Flick? Favorite Movie? Sports Movie, Benchwarmers 
4. Karaoke favorite?  Pocket Full of Sunshine 
5. Hulu/Netflix guilty pleasure during quarantine? Ice Cream  
6. Chipotle, Del Taco, or Taco Bell? Chipotle  
7. Favorite softball related trip? Oklahoma  
8. Guilty shopping pleasure? Nike store 
9. Dream date? Beach day 
10. Who would play you in a movie? Melissa McCarthy  
 
 
  
 


